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China Moly 1H18 NP came in at Rmb3.123bn, with EPS at
Rmb0.145, up 192% yoy. Excluding one-offs, recurring NP was
Rmb3.16bn, up 199% yoy, higher than our estimates mainly due to
lower tax from deferred income tax benefit and lower minorities.  

Tenke delivered 84kt of copper in 1H18A, 15% lower than expected,
but cobalt output reached 9kt, 8% higher than expected. Total gross
profit from Tenke was mostly in line, as higher revenue was offset
by higher cost. NPM delivered 17kt of copper output, mostly in line.
Unit COGS per copper volume (excluding credit) from Tenke was
Rmb53,489/t for 1H18, on our estimates, much higher than
expectations due to lower copper volumes in the period, while
reported C1 cost was -US$1.04/lb, lower than full year guidance of
-US$0.42/lb due to higher cobalt prices and volume in 1H18. Unit
COGS per copper volume (excluding credit) from NPM was
Rmb30,503/t, flat yoy, lower than our expectation. Operating cash
flow was strong at Rmb5.4bn, up 55% yoy, but was partly offset by
Rmb3.9bn in investment cash flow. Net gearing reached 10%, flat
versus 6 months ago. 

The DRC President signed a new mining code (which includes
potential super tax charges) into law in June 2018, and the royalty
tax on copper and cobalt has increased from 2% to 3.5% since mid
2018. The specifics of how a super tax would be implemented are
still under negotiation, as it would vary from mine to mine due to
different metal price assumptions in feasibility studies and it would
take time (potentially one year) to finalise. We estimate full
execution of the tax as currently proposed could lead to a 34-37%
negative impact on 2019E-2020E profit. According to the company, it
is still negotiating with the DRC government to partially ease the
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terms of a potential tax. However, visibility remains poor and, if fully executed, price
hikes to pass through the tax impact would also take time, in our view.

We revise up earnings by 19% for 2018E to reflect lower minorities, tax benefits in 1H18
and lower unit cost from NPM, although this is partly offset by our lower cobalt price
assumption of US$75,908 (YTD average, prior US$80,012/t) and the DRC royalty tax
(effective from mid June 2018); we revise down 2019E earnings by 2% to reflect a lower
cobalt price assumption of US$63,806/t (using the spot price, prior US$80,012), partly
offset by lower unit cost from NPM. Our new 12m target prices are HK$3.7/sh (from
HK$5.6) and Rmb 5.6/sh (from Rmb 6.7). We maintain a Neutral rating on Moly-H and
we upgrade Moly-A to Neutral (from Sell). Our target price methodology remains
unchanged, based on historical P/B vs. ROE correlation. However, we now incorporate
the potential DRC super tax impact into our valuation by applying an average of the
potential best case (no super tax impact: 2019E PB of 2.0x/3.2x (H/A) and ROE at 11%)
and the potential worst case (super tax fully executed as proposed: 2019E PB of
1.2x/2.4x and ROE at 7%). Over the past 2 months, Moly-A has underperformed Moly-H
by around 14%, and we now view the current valuation as fair; as such, we upgrade to
Neutral from Sell. Moly-A has declined by 29% YTD vs. CSI300 declined by 15%. Since
being added to the Sell List on November 19, 2017, Moly-A is down 17.5% vs. the
CSI300 down 17.5%. 

Key risks include: 1) metal prices, including molybdenum, tungsten, copper and cobalt,
2) declining of/improving  grade for mines, 3) geopolitical risk and policy risk change in
DRC where the company has major assets like tax rate change. 

Exhibit 1: Key items comparison between 2019 base case (no super tax charged) and with super tax

Key assumptions for DRC Tenke Without super tax With super tax
Metal price assumption in feasibility study

Copper US$/lb 2.00                         2.00                             
Cobalt US$/t 22,050                     22,050                         

Price base for super tax (25% increase to price assumption)
Copper US$/lb 2.50                         2.50                             
Cobalt US$/t 27,563                     27,563                         

2019E metal prices assumption - GSe
Copper US$/lb 3.51                         3.51                             
Cobalt US$/t 63,806                     63,806                         

Price increase subject to 50% super tax
Copper US$/lb -                           1.01                             
Cobalt US$/t -                           36,244                         

Sales volume Tenke - 2019E
Copper kt 190.0                       190.0                           
Cobalt kt 16.0                         16.0                             

Revenue Tenke - 2019E
Copper Rmb mn 9,702                       8,257                           
Cobalt Rmb mn 6,942                       4,970                           

China Moly key financial items Without super tax With super tax
Total revenue Rmb mn 28,171                     24,754                         
PBT Rmb mn 8,865                       5,672                           
Net profit Rmb mn 4,751                       3,008                           
Book value per share Rmb/sh 2.012                       1.931                           
ROE % 11.1% 7.2%

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Exhibit 2: 1H18 results summary - China Moly

1H18A 1H17A YoY 1H18E A vs E
Moly & Tungsten Rmb mn 2,337       1,731        35% 2,092          12%
Niobium & Phosphorus related Rmb mn 2,304       2,150        7% 2,252          2%
Copper & gold related Rmb mn 842          839           0% 879             -4%
Copper & Cobalt related Rmb mn 8,466       6,761        25% 7,711          10%
Others Rmb mn 110          174           -36% 181             -39%

Gross revenue Rmb mn 14,060     11,655      21% 13,115        7%
Business tax Rmb mn (417)         (143)          193% (299)            39%
COGS Rmb mn (7,950)      (7,522)       6% (7,348)         8%
Gross profit Rmb mn 5,692       3,991        43% 5,580          2%
Other income Rmb mn 72            24             200% 46               55%
Sales & dist cost Rmb mn (87)           (101)          -14% (99)              -13%
Admin Rmb mn (530)         (463)          14% (504)            5%
Fair value chgs Rmb mn (79)           (326)          -76% -              n.a
Impairment loss Rmb mn (13)           (10)            26% -              n.a
EBIT Rmb mn 5,055       3,114        62% 5,024          1%
Share of associate/JV Rmb mn 51            22             135% 15               239%
Finance cost, net Rmb mn (435)         (1,026)       -58% (482)            -10%
Other non operating income Rmb mn (46)           (19)            141% -              n.a
Income tax expenses Rmb mn (1,023)      (721)          42% (1,512)         -32%
Minorities Rmb mn (478)         (534)          -10% (608)            -21%
Net profit Rmb mn 3,123       835           274% 2,436          28%
One-offs Rmb mn (49)           (336)          -86% -              n.a
NP-recurring Rmb mn 3,160       1,055        199% 2,436          30%
EPS Rmb/sh 0.145       0.049        192% 0.113          28%
EPS-recurring Rmb/sh 0.146       0.062        134% 0.113          30%
Gross profit 5,692       3,991        43% 5,580          2%

Moly & Tungsten Rmb mn 1,371       832           65% 1,150          19%
Niobium & Phosphorus related Rmb mn 476          416           14% 395             20%
Copper & gold related Rmb mn 334          264           26% 317             5%
Copper & Cobalt related Rmb mn 3,961       2,565        54% 3,839          3%
Others Rmb mn (449)         (86)            424% (121)            270%

Prod volume 
Moly (100%) kt 8              8               -2% 7                 12%
Tungsten (100%) kt 6              6               1% 6                 -10%
Copper kt 101          128           -21% 116             -13%

NPM kt 17            19             -12% 17               -2%
Tenke kt 84            109           -23% 99               -15%

Cobalt kt 9              7               23% 8                 8%
LME-copper US$/lb 3.16         2.61          21% 3.46            -9%
LME-cobalt US$/t 84,599     49,874      70% 80,012        6%
Unit COGS per copper (excl credit) - Tenke Rmb/t 53,489     38,432      39% 39,212        36%
Unit COGS per copper (excl credit) - NPM Rmb/t 30,503     30,373      0% 32,939        -7%
Operating cash flow Rmb mn 5,412       3,481        55%
Investing cash flow Rmb mn (3,936)      587           n.a
Free cash flow Rmb mn 1,476       4,069        -64%
A/R days days 51            45             13%
A/P days days 14            20             -33%
Inv days days 136          124           9%
Net debt Rmb mn 3,975       3,784        5%
Net gearing % 10% 10% 0%

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Exhibit 3: Key assumptions and financials - China Moly

Key assumptions and financials - CMOC
2015A 2016A 2017A 2018E 2019E 2020E

Moly conc-China (45%) Rmb/t 42,537   40,444    54,287     76,218     71,020     72,521     
Tungsten-WO3 Rmb/t 74,370   69,398    90,443     90,443     90,443     90,443     
Cobalt US$/t 28,475   25,444    55,742     75,908     63,806     63,806     
Copper-LME US$/lb 2.51       2.20        2.90         3.10         3.51         3.49         
Gold US$/oz 1,160     1,247      1,259       1,340       1,450       1,525       
Production volume
Moly (100%) kt 17.00     16.30      16.72       14.90       14.90       14.90       
Tungsten (100%) kt 9.83       10.12      11.74       12.00       12.00       12.00       
Prod - Cobalt Tenke kt -         2             16            18            16            16            
Prod - Cu Tenke kt -         23           214          190          190          190          
Prod - Cu NPM kt 40          37           35            32            29            26            
Prod - Gold NPM koz 36          29           25            28            25            23            
Unit COGS-NPM Rmb/t 23,301   27,583    32,818     33,754     35,442     36,328     
Unit COGS-Tenke Rmb/t -         43,226    38,824     46,588     46,588     46,588     
Unit cash cost-Moly Rmb/t 53,906   55,279    54,368     63,150     63,150     63,150     
Revenue Rmb mn 4,197     6,950      24,148     28,316     28,171     28,003     
EBIT recurring Rmb mn 1,026     1,470      7,203       9,683       9,489       9,416       
EBITDA recurring Rmb mn 1,771     2,630      11,834     13,993     13,713     13,341     
Net Profit Rmb mn 761        998         2,728       5,474       4,751       4,872       
EPS Rmb/sh 0.048     0.059      0.143       0.253       0.220       0.226       
BV Rmb/sh 1.084     1.110      2.003       1.944       2.012       2.105       
Net debt Rmb mn (599)       24,846    3,784       (2,825)      (8,727)      (14,924)    
Minorities Rmb mn 463        15,599    7,752       8,591       9,779       10,997     
Operating cash flow Rmb mn 1,359     2,915      8,429       11,250     10,196     10,056     
Investing cash flow Rmb mn (166)       (27,648)   (4,109)      (3,000)      (1,000)      (1,000)      
Free cash flow Rmb mn 1,193     (24,733)   4,320       8,250       9,196       9,056       
ROE % 4.8% 5.5% 9.6% 13.7% 11.1% 11.0%
ROIC % 3.0% 2.0% 6.2% 9.1% 8.3% 8.6%
Gearing(net debt/equity) % -3% 133% 10% -7% -20% -33%

GP breakdown Rmb mn 1,332     2,095      8,591       11,276     11,030     10,947     
Moly& Tungsten Rmb mn 938        1,304      1,953       2,558       2,329       2,395       
Niobium&Phosphorus relatedRmb mn -         249         791          791          791          791          
Copper & gold related Rmb mn 512        368         518          580          726          636          
Copper & Cobalt related Rmb mn -         300         5,542       8,468       8,464       8,400       
Others Rmb mn 125        105         131          (104)         (104)         (104)         
Business tax Rmb mn (242)       (230)        (344)         (1,016)      (1,176)      (1,171)      

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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return potential, price target and associated time horizon are stated in each report adding or reiterating an Investment List membership. 

Coverage groups and views: A list of all stocks in each coverage group is available by primary analyst, stock and coverage group at
http://www.gs.com/research/hedge.html. The analyst assigns one of the following coverage views which represents the analyst’s investment outlook
on the coverage group relative to the group’s historical fundamentals and/or valuation.  Attractive (A). The investment outlook over the following 12
months is favorable relative to the coverage group’s historical fundamentals and/or valuation.  Neutral (N). The investment outlook over the following
12 months is neutral relative to the coverage group’s historical fundamentals and/or valuation.  Cautious (C). The investment outlook over the following
12 months is unfavorable relative to the coverage group’s historical fundamentals and/or valuation.  

Not Rated (NR). The investment rating and target price have been removed pursuant to Goldman Sachs policy when Goldman Sachs is acting in an
advisory capacity in a merger or strategic transaction involving this company and in certain other circumstances.  Rating Suspended (RS). Goldman
Sachs Research has suspended the investment rating and price target for this stock, because there is not a sufficient fundamental basis for
determining, or there are legal, regulatory or policy constraints around publishing, an investment rating or target. The previous investment rating and
price target, if any, are no longer in effect for this stock and should not be relied upon.  Coverage Suspended (CS). Goldman Sachs has suspended
coverage of this company.  Not Covered (NC). Goldman Sachs does not cover this company.  Not Available or Not Applicable (NA). The information
is not available for display or is not applicable.  Not Meaningful (NM). The information is not meaningful and is therefore excluded.  

Global product; distributing entities
The Global Investment Research Division of Goldman Sachs produces and distributes research products for clients of Goldman Sachs on a global basis.
Analysts based in Goldman Sachs offices around the world produce equity research on industries and companies, and research on macroeconomics,
currencies, commodities and portfolio strategy. This research is disseminated in Australia by Goldman Sachs Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 21 006 797 897); in
Brazil by Goldman Sachs do Brasil Corretora de Títulos e Valores Mobiliários S.A.; Ombudsman Goldman Sachs Brazil: 0800 727 5764 and / or
ouvidoriagoldmansachs@gs.com. Available Weekdays (except holidays), from 9am to 6pm. Ouvidoria Goldman Sachs Brasil: 0800 727 5764 e/ou
ouvidoriagoldmansachs@gs.com. Horário de funcionamento: segunda-feira à sexta-feira (exceto feriados), das 9h às 18h; in Canada by either Goldman
Sachs Canada Inc. or Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC; in Hong Kong by Goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C.; in India by Goldman Sachs (India) Securities Private
Ltd.; in Japan by Goldman Sachs Japan Co., Ltd.; in the Republic of Korea by Goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C., Seoul Branch; in New Zealand by Goldman
Sachs New Zealand Limited; in Russia by OOO Goldman Sachs; in Singapore by Goldman Sachs (Singapore) Pte. (Company Number: 198602165W);
and in the United States of America by Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC. Goldman Sachs International has approved this research in connection with its
distribution in the United Kingdom and European Union. 

European Union: Goldman Sachs International authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and
the Prudential Regulation Authority, has approved this research in connection with its distribution in the European Union and United Kingdom; Goldman
Sachs AG and Goldman Sachs International Zweigniederlassung Frankfurt, regulated by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, may also
distribute research in Germany. 

General disclosures
This research is for our clients only. Other than disclosures relating to Goldman Sachs, this research is based on current public information that we
consider reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, estimates and
forecasts contained herein are as of the date hereof and are subject to change without prior notification. We seek to update our research as
appropriate, but various regulations may prevent us from doing so. Other than certain industry reports published on a periodic basis, the large majority
of reports are published at irregular intervals as appropriate in the analyst’s judgment.

Goldman Sachs conducts a global full-service, integrated investment banking, investment management, and brokerage business. We have investment
banking and other business relationships with a substantial percentage of the companies covered by our Global Investment Research Division.
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC, the United States broker dealer, is a member of SIPC (http://www.sipc.org). 
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Our salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients and principal
trading desks that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. Our asset management area, principal trading desks and
investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this research.

The analysts named in this report may have from time to time discussed with our clients, including Goldman Sachs salespersons and traders, or may
discuss in this report, trading strategies that reference catalysts or events that may have a near-term impact on the market price of the equity securities
discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally counter to the analyst’s published price target expectations for such stocks. Any such
trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the analyst’s fundamental equity rating for such stocks, which rating reflects a stock’s return
potential relative to its coverage group as described herein.

We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, excluding equity and credit analysts, will from time to time have long or short positions in, act
as principal in, and buy or sell, the securities or derivatives, if any, referred to in this research. 

The views attributed to third party presenters at Goldman Sachs arranged conferences, including individuals from other parts of Goldman Sachs, do not
necessarily reflect those of Global Investment Research and are not an official view of Goldman Sachs.

Any third party referenced herein, including any salespeople, traders and other professionals or members of their household, may have positions in the
products mentioned that are inconsistent with the views expressed by analysts named in this report.

This research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be
illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of
individual clients. Clients should consider whether any advice or recommendation in this research is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if
appropriate, seek professional advice, including tax advice. The price and value of investments referred to in this research and the income from them
may fluctuate. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur.
Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value or price of, or income derived from, certain investments. 

Certain transactions, including those involving futures, options, and other derivatives, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
Investors should review current options disclosure documents which are available from Goldman Sachs sales representatives or at
http://www.theocc.com/about/publications/character-risks.jsp. Transaction costs may be significant in option strategies calling for multiple purchase and
sales of options such as spreads. Supporting documentation will be supplied upon request. 

Differing Levels of Service provided by Global Investment Research:The level and types of services provided to you by the Global Investment
Research division of GS may vary as compared to that provided to internal and other external clients of GS, depending on various factors including your
individual preferences as to the frequency and manner of receiving communication, your risk profile and investment focus and perspective (e.g.,
marketwide, sector specific, long term, short term), the size and scope of your overall client relationship with GS, and legal and regulatory constraints.
As an example, certain clients may request to receive notifications when research on specific securities is published, and certain clients may request
that specific data underlying analysts’ fundamental analysis available on our internal client websites be delivered to them electronically through data
feeds or otherwise. No change to an analyst’s fundamental research views (e.g., ratings, price targets, or material changes to earnings estimates for
equity securities), will be communicated to any client prior to inclusion of such information in a research report broadly disseminated through electronic
publication to our internal client websites or through other means, as necessary, to all clients who are entitled to receive such reports.

All research reports are disseminated and available to all clients simultaneously through electronic publication to our internal client websites. Not all
research content is redistributed to our clients or available to third-party aggregators, nor is Goldman Sachs responsible for the redistribution of our
research by third party aggregators. For research, models or other data related to one or more securities, markets or asset classes (including related
services) that may be available to you, please contact your GS representative or go to http://360.gs.com.

Disclosure information is also available at http://www.gs.com/research/hedge.html or from Research Compliance, 200 West Street, New York, NY
10282.
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